
Easy communication, Efficient management 



ABOUT YODA
u Yoda  since 2016, by virtue of years of solid operating experiences in the 

commercial display filed, orientate to be a high-tech enterprises and provide 

leading display products and solutions to global customers. We are 

specialized in research and development, production and customization of 

commercial display device as LCD video wall, bar LCD display, touch screen 

kiosk and Interactive plat panel etc. Which are widely used in digital signage, 

security monitoring and rail , conference and education etc. 

u Yoda also focuses on the resource integration , always effort to provide you 

the most satisfied products with the best and consistent quality at competitive 

prices and with fast and on time delivery. 

u Yoda always adheres the business philosophy as “ take honestly as trader 

      as friend with reliance” and the “mutual respect” business principles.

      Looking forward to have a sincere cooperation with every customer at home 

      and aboard , target to achieve the maximum mutual benefits .



Good quality, right price and excellent service 

SERVICE

Give us an idea, we will return a perfect solution!

Give us a chance, we promise you a bright future!



SUMMARY:

YODA LED 4K UHD LCD interactive flat panel Integrated video 

communication equipment designed for administration and 

office. The device is perfectly integrated with a widescreen 

LCD monitor are with industrial grade design for 7*24hours 

working performance , also with LED backlight ,the life is more 

than 50000hours increased the greater durability a lot . With 

powerful document presentation, multimedia, multi-point

touch function and HD camera, it can easily switch between 

video conference and desktop computer monitor, and share 

Mobile,PC presentation easily. Conference, enducation, institutional, 

presentation and more to provide your content in large scale, high resolution "Visual canvas."



It integrates projection, computer, audio, 4K UHD screen, whiteboard writing,
HD camera,remote video conferencing, etc., to create a new image

Of high-end conference



u SMART WRITING, SMOOTH AND FAST RESPONSE SPEED

      High-precision infrared touch, up to 20 points of infrared touch 

       recognition technology with smart writing experience.

u WIRELESS SCREEN SHARING BY E-SHARE

      Support maximal 4 devices including phone, iPad and PC to connect

      same network and share the screens to the IWB meanwhile.

u SMART SPLIT SCREEN SOFTWARE USE BY FREE

     After click the “split screen” widget, the  IWB screen will be 

     divided in two, left side is the whiteboard use for writing 

     freely. Right side support to present any kind of documents 

     from local storage, pendrive or cloud drive and do annotation in freely. 

u BUILT-IN 13MP HD CAMERA + 6 ARRAY MICROPHONE

u SAFE EYE-CARING, ANTI-GLARE AND ANTI-BLUE LIGHT

       



Various install choices are available to meet your individual requirements 

Removable floor stand Match push shield plate Hang on the wall



u Front interface buttons, convenient and practical, considering the complete configuration 
     of USB 2.0/3.0 interface, one-button click power on and off. 

u The whole machine internal main boards all adopt the drawing structure, under the
      circumstance of the embedded push shield board,  OPS plug-in installation the machine
      can be maintained without taking down the whole machine.



Floor mobile stand Smart penWireless projector Remote control

Storage

HD Camera 

Standard and professional accessories are available for option 
The assistive tools will help you operate more smoothly.



u Support mobile phone, computer, tablet content 

synchro transmit to the screen of the IWB by wireless 

screen share assistant APP only, all devices connect to 

the same network to realize the image mirror, remote 

control, video and pictures playback etc. Support any 

combination of maximal 4 devices synchro transmit to 

the IWB meanwhile,but the same property of device 

can not be more than three. The wireless screen device 

is also available to optional for getting more stable 

connection for a long time. 

     

WIFI/ PHONE/ PC/ TABLET



u 10-20m ²                        55 Inches
u 15-30m ²                     65/75 Inches
u 25-40m ²                        86 Inches
  

      Room Size                 Suggestion
            

u 40m ² or above       98 Inches or above

✦Perfect design with narrow bezel, aluminum alloy and
 brushed frame metal texture, elegant appearance

✦4K UHD screen, 4mm thickness of tempered glass

✦Support WiFi dual band 2.4G/5G

✦High precision 20 points Infrared touch

✦Original handwriting smart whiteboard. 

✦Safe eye caring, anti-glare and anti-blue light

✦Support wireless screen sharing by phone, iPad and PC

✦Standard with Android system, support optional 
    OPS computer module

Energy saving and environmental protection, long use life!



E SERIES STANDARD PARAMETERS

Android 9.0 & 11.0 4G RAM +32G ROM

Windows 10 I5 system 4G RAM + 128G SSD 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

system RAM SSD Windows

  I3 8G 256G Win7 
/Win10

  I7 8G 256G Win7 
/Win10



H SERIES STANDARD PARAMETERS

Android  8.0 & 11.0 4G RAM +32G ROM

13MP HD Camera 6 Arrays Micphone

Windows 10 I5 system 4G RAM + 128G SSD 

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

system RAM SSD Windows

  I3 8G 256G Win7 
/Win10

  I7 8G 256G Win7 
/Win10



The remote session Education and training Office training

The medical field In other areasBanking sector





THANK YOU FOR READING 
www.szyoda.com  


